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Abstract Advanced Land Surface Models (LSM) offer a powerful tool for studying hydrological variability.
Highly managed systems, however, present a challenge for these models, which typically have simplified or
incomplete representations of human water use. Here we examine recent groundwater declines in the US
High Plains Aquifer (HPA), a region that is heavily utilized for irrigation and that is also affected by episodic
drought. To understand observed decline in groundwater and terrestrial water storage during a recent
multiyear drought, we modify the Noah-MP LSM to include a groundwater irrigation scheme. To account for
seasonal and interannual variability in active irrigated area, we apply a monthly time-varying greenness
vegetation fraction (GVF) data set within the model. A set of five experiments were performed to study the
impact of groundwater irrigation on the simulated hydrological cycle of the HPA and to assess the
importance of time-varying GVF when simulating drought conditions. The results show that including the
groundwater irrigation scheme improves model agreement with ALEXI ET data, mascon-based GRACE TWS
data, and depth-to-groundwater measurements in the southern HPA, including Texas and Kansas, and that
accounting for time-varying GVF is important for model realism under drought. Results for the HPA in
Nebraska are mixed, likely due to the model’s weaknesses in representing subsurface hydrology in this
region. This study highlights the value of GRACE data sets for model evaluation and development and the
potential to advance the dynamic representations of the interactions between human water use and the
hydrological cycle.
1. Introduction
Globally, irrigation accounts for 70% of global freshwater withdrawals (Frenken & Gillet, 2012; Siebert et al.,
2010) and the volume of water extraction has increased significantly since the 1950s (Nazemi & Wheater,
2015a; Steffen et al., 2011). Groundwater (GW) supplies approximately 40% of irrigation water globally and
60% within the United States (Scanlon & Faunt, 2012; Taylor et al., 2013). It is the most reliable and important
source of irrigation water for many semiarid regions, especially during drought when crops most need
supplementary water and surface water sources become limited or unavailable. Growing groundwater
demand in recent decades has led to concerns of aquifer depletion in many regions around the world
(Asoka et al., 2017; Famiglietti et al., 2011; Pokhrel et al., 2015; Richey et al., 2015; Rodell et al., 2009;
Scanlon & Faunt, 2012; Tiwari et al., 2009; Zeng et al., 2016; Zou et al., 2013) and has also modified
the interactions between the groundwater systems and the climate (Case et al., 2013; DeAngelis et al.,
2010; Gutman & Ignatov, 1998; Kueppers et al., 2007; Kueppers & Snyder, 2012; Kustu et al., 2010,
2011; Lawston et al., 2015; Mahalov et al., 2016; Ozdogan et al., 2010; Pokhrel et al., 2012; Pryor et al., 2016;
Zeng et al., 2016).
These two critical water cycle implications of irrigation—direct impacts on water resources and influence on
weather and climate via the surface energy balance—have motivated two parallel streams in Earth System
Model development. The first is concerned with monitoring and projecting water resources, and tends to
make use of water balance models that include extensive representation of water management but are less
concerned with impacts on the surface energy balance. These Global Hydrological Models (GHMs) are
valuable for resource analysis, but they are not structurally appropriate for coupling with atmospheric
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models to study the climate impacts of irrigation. WBMplus (Wisser et al., 2010), WaterGAP (Alcamo et al.,
2003; Döll et al., 2012, 2003; Eicker et al., 2014), PCR-GLOBWB (van Beek et al., 2011; Wada et al., 2010,
2014, 2013), and H08 (Hanasaki et al., 2008) are examples of this type of model.
The second stream of model development is primarily concerned with surface fluxes through which water
management—and particularly irrigation—can alter atmospheric processes. This modeling effort has
focused on advanced Land Surface Models (LSM) that simulate the water and energy balances at the land
surface and that can be coupled to atmospheric models at regional and global scale. Advanced LSMs include
models such as HiGW-MAT(Pokhrel et al., 2015), the Variable Infiltration Capacity Model (VIC; Haddeland et al.,
2006; Tang et al., 2009; Wood et al., 1992), the Community Land Model (CLM; Lawrence et al., 2011; Leng et al.,
2015, 2014; Sacks et al., 2008), Catchment Land Surface Model (CLSM; Koster et al., 2000), and the Noah and
Noah-Multiparameterization Land Surface Model (Noah-MP LSM; Niu et al., 2011). These LSMs typically
operate at subhourly time steps, and irrigation modules incorporated to the LSMs are designed to simulate
discrete irrigation events (Ozdogan et al., 2010; Zaitchik et al., 2005). Since the primary application area for
these models is land-atmosphere interactions, however, it is not uncommon to see LSM irrigation schemes
ignore the source of water that is applied in irrigation. Often the water simply appears to meet demand,
and there is no effort to account for where the withdrawals occur or what impact they have on groundwater
or surface water processes. This approachmay be adequate when estimating on-field consumptive water use
(Döll & Siebert, 2002; Ozdogan et al., 2010; Yilmaz et al., 2014) or studying land-atmosphere interactions
(Evans & Zaitchik, 2008; Lawston et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016; Mahalov et al., 2016; Zaitchik et al., 2005), but it
prevents the application of the models to integrated water resource analysis or to evaluate trends in water
storage. Indeed, the fact that LSMs typically ignore anthropogenic influences on terrestrial water storage
has been applied usefully in studies that diagnose anthropogenically induced groundwater depletion as
the residual between LSM simulations and water storage anomaly observations from the Gravity Recovery
And Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite system (Rodell et al., 2009; Tiwari et al., 2009).
The failure to account for irrigation water source, however, becomes a limitation when LSMs are merged
with GRACE water storage anomaly estimates via data assimilation (Girotto et al., 2016, 2017; Houborg
et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2016; Li et al., 2012; Zaitchik et al., 2008). As long as natural variability dominates
the GRACE water storage signal it is possible to assimilate GRACE observations into an LSM that does not
account for anthropogenic impacts on groundwater or surface water reservoirs, but as the anthropogenic
signal in GRACE emerges in more and more irrigation-heavy regions around the world, this assumption
could break down. Lack of source water accounting is also a broader limitation that prevents useful
application of LSM to study or monitor the role of managed surface and groundwater in hydrologic and
climatic variability (Asoka et al., 2017; Felfelani et al., 2017; Pokhrel et al., 2015, 2017; Zeng et al.,
2016; Zou et al., 2013).
To address this limitation, Leng et al. (2014, 2015) introduced a source water accounting scheme to CLM that
withdraws water for irrigation in response to simulated irrigation applications. Like other efforts (Leng et al.,
2017; Li et al., 2016; Mahalov et al., 2016; Ozdogan et al., 2010), irrigation applications in this formulation are
demand-driven, and source water is withdrawn to meet the application required by the irrigation module.
Because the model development was performed in CLM rather than a simplified GHM, Leng et al. (2014,
2015) were able to investigate local hydrological feedbacks influencing irrigation efficiency.
Building on this previous work, we implement a demand-driven sprinkler type irrigation module based on
Ozdogan et al. (2010) to Noah-MP in combination with a groundwater withdrawal model of a form similar
to Niu et al. (2011). We focus on the High Plain Aquifer (HPA) region of the United States, where irrigation
water is drawn almost exclusively from a primarily unconfined aquifer. This simplifies the problem, as we
do not account for surface water sources of irrigation water or for confined aquifers, but the tools developed
in this study could be extended to include those cases. We then apply the system to study groundwater with-
drawals during drought events in 2011 and 2012 that affected a large portion of the HPA. This period of
drought was severe enough that irrigated area declined over parts of the HPA, as water limitations, crop
growing conditions, or economic stress led farmers to fallow some of their fields (Rippey, 2015; Wallander
et al., 2013).
This phenomenon of fallowing formerly irrigated fields exposes another challenge for simulating irrigation in
Earth System Models: knowing when an area that is equipped for irrigation is actually being cultivated. Some
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irrigation modules address this challenge by including a vegetation threshold within the irrigation trigger. If a
field is not sufficiently green then it is assumed to be out of production and is not irrigated, even if irrigation
infrastructure is known to be present. The default greenness data sets used in many previous studies, how-
ever, are climatological averages that do not capture year-to-year variability that might reflect fields going in
and out of production (Lawston et al., 2015; Yilmaz et al., 2014). Here we further advance irrigation modeling
in Noah-MP by implementing a satellite-derived time-varying greenness vegetation fraction (GVF) in place of
climatological GVF estimates. This allows us to simulate irrigation water use and groundwater withdrawals
over a period that includes significant variability in actively irrigated area. Through a series of offline
Noah-MP simulations we explore the impacts that including groundwater withdrawal and time-varying
GVF has on the model’s ability to simulate groundwater levels during an extended drought in a semiarid
and intensively irrigated region.
The objective of this study is to enhance the representation of human water regulation in an advanced LSM,
with specific focus on improving the simulation of water and energy fluxes in drought years. This work builds
on previous studies that have: (1) studied irrigation impacts on LSM simulation of surface fluxes and meteor-
ology, but without accounting for the impact that irrigation withdrawals have on groundwater (Lawston
et al., 2015; Ozdogan et al., 2010; Pei et al., 2016; Pokhrel et al., 2012); (2) studied the impact of groundwater
on TWS in global hydrological models that calculate a water balance but do not simulate energy fluxes or
support coupling with the atmosphere (Döll et al., 2012; Wada et al., 2014); (3) implemented groundwater
withdrawals to an advanced LSM for studies of irrigation dynamics calibrated in a single year (Leng et al.,
2014, 2013). In combining groundwater withdrawal accounting with an advanced LSM and time-varying
parameters to capture changes during prolonged drought, this study introduces a powerful modeling plat-
form for monitoring and predicting freshwater system are changing under the influence of both climate
variability and human water exploitation. This has been identified as a gap in current model capabilities
(McDermid et al., 2017; Nazemi & Wheater, 2015b; Pokhrel et al., 2016; Wada, 2015).
2. Data and Methodology
2.1. Model Description
All simulations are performed using the Noah-Multiparameterization Land Surface Model (Noah-MP LSM; Niu
et al., 2011), version 3.6, within the framework of NASA’s Land Information System (LIS; Kumar et al., 2006),
version 7.1. LIS is a terrestrial hydrology modeling and data assimilation system that allows for single or
ensemble LSM simulations and supports multiple data assimilation techniques and integration of
satellite-derived parameter data sets. Noah-MP v3.6 offers multiphysics options including surface/
groundwater transfer and storage, dynamic vegetation, and frozen soil physics. Noah-MP has delivered
improved performance relative to earlier versions of Noah LSM in the simulation of runoff, soil moisture,
snow, and skin temperature in many river basins across the globe (Cai et al., 2014, 2015; Niu et al., 2011;
Yang et al., 2011). Improvements are particularly notable for regions that have active groundwater and snow
dynamics. In addition, the model’s simple unconfined shallow groundwater scheme (SIMGW; Niu et al., 2007)
provides the opportunity to develop a groundwater-based irrigation scheme that represents agricultural water
withdrawals.
In this study, we introduce such an irrigation scheme to Noah-MP, running at 0.125° spatial resolution. The
approach is based on the sprinkler irrigation scheme developed for the Noah LSM presented by Ozdogan
et al. (2010). In this method, irrigation water is applied in the form of supplementary rainfall in order to
maintain processes such as canopy interception that occur in sprinkler irrigation systems. The three key rules
to trigger the irrigation in this modeling framework are the irrigation location (where to irrigate), timing
(when to irrigate), and the amount (how much to irrigate). The Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer-International Geosphere Biosphere Program (MODIS-IGBP) land cover data set (1 km) is
used to provide the information for cropland or other potentially irrigated land class (e.g., grass) and the
500 m high-resolution Global Rain-fed, Irrigated, and Paddy Croplands data set (GRIPC; Salmon et al., 2015)
is used to supply the percent irrigated area within a model grid cell. The scheme determines the timing of
irrigation by checking whether it is the growing season. The growing season begins and ends when a certain
threshold (GVF threshold hereinafter) within the long-term range of GVF at the grid cell is exceeded. Then the
scheme checks if the current root zone soil moisture availability (RZSM) falls below a certain threshold (RZSM
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threshold hereinafter) and estimates the irrigation water demand based on the RZSM deficit, defined as the
water required to raise the current RZSM to field capacity. The RZSM is checked and the water demand is
calculated at every time step between 0600 and 1000 LT local time and the irrigation is applied within this
time period until the RZSM reaches field capacity. Depth of the root zone is drawn from a static crop rooting
depth table.
In the original implementation of the sprinkler irrigation scheme, the source of irrigation water is not speci-
fied—it simply appears in order to meet the demand. Here we modify the sprinkler irrigation scheme to
account for irrigation water sourced from a local, shallow aquifer. We do this by “pumping” groundwater from
the SIMGW aquifer unit: the volume of irrigation water applied in an irrigation event is subtracted from the
groundwater aquifer, and the water table depth and groundwater storage are updated accordingly. In this
way, the effects of irrigation pumping on groundwater depletion can be explicitly examined. The method
is similar to that developed for the Community Land Model by Leng et al. (2014). Details of the groundwater
dynamics such as soil infiltration and water table depth equations can be found in Niu et al. (2007). It should
be noted that the following assumptions are made in this relatively simple groundwater accounting scheme:
(1) the irrigation water is fully contributed by groundwater, so the scheme is not appropriate in regions that
use surface water for irrigation; (2) the irrigation water is coming from the local groundwater grid cell;
horizontal groundwater flow and redistribution are not considered, as they are not represented in
Noah-MP; and (3) the GVF threshold and RZSM threshold are user-specified and should be regarded as
empirical parameters to calibrate the simulated irrigation amounts and groundwater dynamics.
2.2. Generating Time-Varying GVF
Previous studies that applied irrigation in the LIS framework have relied on climatological GVF fields (Lawston
et al., 2015; Ozdogan et al., 2010), which capture the average seasonal cycle of vegetation but do not include
interannual variability. This makes the model incapable of accounting for the response of vegetation to climate
variability, especially extreme events such as hard freeze and drought (Case et al., 2012), and it means that the
interannual variability in GVF in irrigated areas—whichmight indicate fallowing or othermanagement changes
—is neglected. This limitation has inspired some efforts to generate real-time GVF at weekly or daily scales aim-
ing at improving the simulation of water and energy fluxes at finer temporal resolution (Lawston et al., 2017)
and benefiting short-term weather forecasting (Case et al., 2013; James et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2010). As our
application is more concerned with seasonal and interannual variability, we develop a monthly time-varying
GVF data set to allow us to capture systematic changes in actively irrigated area, especially in dry years.
Following Case et al. (2013), the time-varying GVF is calculated in three steps:
1. The maximum NDVI for each land class (NDVIV) is calculated using the collection of m para_textonthly
MODIS NDVI composites with a spatial resolution of 0.05° from January 2002 to December 2015. The
2010 MODIS-IGBP land cover data set (also 0.05° resolution) is used to generate a single distribution
of the maximum NDVI of all grid points with the same land use class and identify the 95th percentile
of maximum NDVI for each land use class.
2. Using the same approach, the 5th percentile of the maximum NDVI for the barren land use class (NDVIS)
is calculated representing zero vegetation coverage.
3. The GVF at each grid point i is calculated as:
GVFi¼ NDVIi  NDVISNDVIV;i  NDVIS (1)
where NDVIi is the NDVI composite value at grid point i. It should be noted that land use change is not
considered in generating GVF in our study but may be substantial in places that have experienced rapid
urbanization in recent years.
2.3. Experimental Design
In this study, Noah-MP with the incorporated pumping irrigation scheme is run offline within the LIS frame-
work over the HPA in the western United States. A 3 × 21 year offline spin-up with irrigation turned off is
performed (three times through the period 1995–2015), as the presence of a groundwater model in
Noah-MP requires long spin-up to reach an equilibrium water table depth (Cai et al., 2014).
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Following spin-up, a set of five simulation experiments are performed for
the GRACE period of record, 2002–2015. The experiments are designed
to study the impact of irrigation with groundwater withdrawal on the
simulated hydrological cycle of the HPA and to assess the importance of
time-varying GVF when simulating irrigation during drought conditions
(Table 1). The first two runs, noIRR_C and IRR_C use a climatologically
averaged GVF data set which is derived by computing the monthly
averaged time-varying GVF as described in section 2.2. The remaining
three runs noIRR_T, IRR_T, and IRR_TR use the time-varying GVF data set.
The noIRR_C and noIRR_T simulations serve as control runs in which irrigation is not represented, while the
IRR_C, IRR_T, and IRR_TR simulations account for irrigation. The distinguishing feature of IRR_TR is that the
GVF threshold used to define the active irrigation season varies spatially, as a function of the average annual
GVF range of the grid cell. This differs from IRR_C and IRR_T, and from previous irrigation studies in LIS, which
use a fixed GVF threshold for all irrigation grid cells. All the simulations set the RZSM threshold to 0.45 which
means that irrigation is triggered when the RZSM falls below 45% of the soil moisture range from wilting
point to field capacity during the growing season.
2.4. Data
The atmospheric forcing data for all sets of runs are from the National Land Data Assimilation System-Phase 2
(NLDAS-2; Xia et al., 2012a, 2012b) at 0.125° spatial resolution. NLDAS-2 meteorological fields are downscaled
from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) data, supplemented with several in situ observational
data sets. The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)-reported groundwater irrigation use at county level for 2005
and 2010 are used to evaluate simulated groundwater withdrawals for irrigation (https://water.usgs.gov/
watuse/data/). The GRACE-derived Terrestrial Water Storage (TWS) anomaly data are obtained from the
NASA JPL archive (https://grace.jpl.nasa.gov). TWS estimates derived using both global spherical harmonics
(SH) (Bettadpur, 2007; Wahr et al., 1998) and regional mass concentration (MS) (Rowlands et al., 2005;
Watkins et al., 2015) processing approaches are used for TWS anomaly evaluation. SH products are more
established and have been used in many previous studies of TWS anomalies and trends. However, recent
work has indicated that SH tends to attenuate terrestrial signals and is not optimal for quantifying human
water abstractions, especially in dry regions (Döll et al., 2014). The MS approach allows for localized solutions
that explicitly define land and ocean. This limits leakage error and has the potential to reduce uncertainties
compared to the SH method (Long et al., 2015; Scanlon et al., 2015, 2016). In our study, the GRACE_SH is the
ensemble average of TWS anomalies from the Center for Space Research (CSR), NASA Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL), and GeoforschungsZentrum Potsdam (GFZ) based on the SH processing approach and
the GRACE_MS is calculated from the mascon (MS) TWS anomalies from JPL. For the hot spot areas with
intensive groundwater depletion in HPA, we examine the water-level data in winter time from available wells
over those areas collected by USGS (McGuire, 2014). Finally, to quantify the impact of irrigation on evapotran-
spiration simulation over the irrigated areas, we compare model outputs against diagnostic evapotranspira-
tion (ET) estimates from the Atmosphere-Land Exchange Inverse (ALEXI; Anderson et al., 2007) surface energy
balance model, which are calculated using time differential land surface temperature recorded by the GOES
satellites and other satellite-derived inputs.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Irrigation Water Amount
The HPA system, comprising the Ogallala, Brule, and Arikaree Aquifers, is one of the world’s largest aquifer
system. It covers eight states and underlies an area that accounts for 27% of the irrigated land and 30% of
the groundwater used for irrigation in the United States. A satellite-derived map of irrigation fraction
percentage (Salmon et al., 2015) aggregated to 0.125° (Figure 1a) shows that major irrigation zones of HPA
are located in Nebraska (NE), Kansas (KS), and Texas (TX). Figure 1b gives an overview of the simulated 14 year
averaged annual irrigation rate over the HPA. Irrigation rates are highest in Kansas and Texas and somewhat
lower in Nebraska. A map of groundwater irrigation fraction derived from the USGS water use report for
2000 from Leng et al. (2014) shows that groundwater is the dominant source for irrigation across the HPA
(Figure 1c). However, there is some large-scale surface water irrigation in Wyoming and Colorado along
Table 1
Description of Simulations Conducted in This Study
Name Irrigation GVF data set GVF threshold
noIRR_C No Climatology
IRR_C Yes Constant
noIRR_T No Time-varying
IRR_T Yes Constant
IRR_TR Yes Function of GVF range
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major rivers. These areas are withheld from all groundwater analyses in this study through the application of
a mask to remove all grid cells with less than 50% groundwater contribution to irrigation.
USGS estimates of groundwater extraction for irrigation from the HPA are available at county level every 5
years. Taking an average of the 2005 and 2010 USGS figures and comparing them to our simulated annual
irrigated water use indicates that the simulations that include irrigation match the relative distribution of
extracted water across the three major irrigating HPA states quite closely, though the simulated quantities
are about half of the USGS estimates (Table 2). In all simulations and in the USGS data, the largest total
water use is in Nebraska. Though the averaged rate is much lower in NE than in KS or TX, the irrigated area
is very large. The IRR_C and IRR_T simulations produce similar estimates of irrigation amount while IRR_TR
is slightly lower. The underestimation relative to USGS is likely due to several factors. First, the simulated
irrigation water amount is exactly the amount of water that the root zone soil column needs to reach field
capacity. In reality, however, irrigation systems are not perfectly efficient and soils are heterogeneous. This
means that the extracted amount of water as reported by USGS is not fully utilized by the crops. Instead,
water loss may occur during delivery to the field, through rapid infiltration processes in macropores that
lead to return flow without contributing to plant available water, and in the form of surface runoff that flows
out of the region or evaporates. Irrigation inefficiency issue has been addressed in several studies (Döll et al.,
2012; Döll & Siebert, 2002; Pokhrel et al., 2015; Wada et al., 2014).
Döll et al. (2012) reported that groundwater irrigation efficiency is
around 40% globally and Wada et al. (2014) reported that for US,
the irrigation water use efficiency (including both surface and ground-
water resources) is around 60%. Second, the model assumes uniform
soil layer thickness and the irrigation water demand is estimated only
to meet the soil moisture deficit in the model’s root zone layers. In
reality, soil thickness is heterogeneous, and drainage from surface
layers may be influenced by hydraulic gradients across these deeper
layers. Lastly, irrigation methods vary. The USGS reports that HPA has
a small proportion of flood irrigation that mostly occurs along rivers.
This system has lower water use efficiency and is not considered in
our simulations. In future work, it may be possible to apply recently
Figure 1. (a) The global rain-fed, irrigated, and paddy croplands (GRIPC) data set irrigation fraction over the HPA, (b) simulated long-term averaged (2002–2015
baseline) annual irrigation rate, and (c) percent of irrigation from groundwater derived from USGS water use report for 2000 over the HPA.
Table 2
Comparison of the Observed and Simulated Groundwater Irrigation Amount for NE,
TX, KS, and the Whole HPA
Groundwater irrigation withdrawals (km3)
Area
USGS
report
Simulations
IRR_C IRR_T IRR_TR
NE 6.1 3.2 3.1 2.6
TX 2.6 1.6 1.6 1.4
KS 2.7 1.4 1.4 1.2
HPA 13.3 6.7 6.6 5.6
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piloted satellite-basedmethods to estimate variability in irrigation withdrawals in the absence of continuous in
situ withdrawal records (Anderson et al., 2015).
3.2. TWS Anomaly and GW Depletion
Groundwater, soil moisture, snow and ice, lakes and rivers, and water contained in biomass are the principal
components of TWS (Rodell & Famiglietti, 2001). The dominant contributors to TWS anomalies vary among
climate regions. Figure 2 shows the comparison of simulated TWS anomalies, as contributed only by soil
moisture and groundwater, along with GRACE observations for NE, KS, TX, and HPA. The figure shows
GRACE TWS anomaly solutions derived using both spherical harmonics (SH) functions and mass concentra-
tion (mascon; MS) functions. It is evident from Figure 2 that both GRACE observation and all the simulations
show a decline in TWS from 2011 to 2013 and slow recovery in the following years.
The climate condition in HPA ranges from cooler, more humid conditions in the North to warmer and semi-
arid conditions in the South. This gives rise to different TWS response to climate variability in the states of
interest. For NE, the simulated TWS decline is relatively similar in simulations with and without irrigation,
despite the fact that irrigation extent and intensity in NE is quite significant. This similarity indicates that
TWS depletion due to natural climate variability is larger than that contributed by irrigation withdrawal in
NE. Indeed, the contribution of irrigation to TWS variance in NE, estimated as the ratio
Var TWSð ÞIRR_TR  VarTWSnoIRR_T
 
=Var TWSð ÞnoIRR_T for cells that are irrigated every year, is 31% for NE, while
it is 78% and 66% for TX and KS, respectively. However, all the simulations underestimate TWS variability
inferred from the GRACE data, including in the period of rising TWS since 2011. This is mainly due to the
underestimation of the TWS recovery in winter 2011 and 2012. The reason for the model’s failure to capture
the TWS recovery in these two winter period has not been identified. It could inherit from meteorological
forcing errors, or it could be a result of limitations in model parameters, structure, or process representations
that lead to inaccuracies under conditions of extended TWS recharge in the NE portion of the HPA. This
apparent error with respect to GRACE TWS highlights the importance of continued model development to
investigate possible TWS-relevant biases in soil retention, percolation, groundwater recharge, and/or
snowpack accumulation and melting.
Figure 2. Time series comparison of TWS estimates from the simulations and GRACE observations derived from spherical harmonics functions (GRACE_SH) andmass
concentration (GRACE_MS) for (a) NE, (b) TX, (c) KS, and (d) the entire HPA.
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For TX and KS, the magnitude of the difference between irrigated and
nonirrigated simulations is as large or larger than the magnitude of
the depletion signal observed by GRACE since 2011. This indicates
that groundwater depletion due to irrigation dominates the simulated
TWS signal, rather than natural variability. It is interesting to note that
IRR_T and IRR_TR—the two simulations that account for both irrigation
and vegetation variability—provide the best match with GRACE_MS,
which shows a substantial TWS decline in KS and TX portions of the
HPA since 2011. Simulations without irrigation (noIRR_C and
noIRR_T), meanwhile, match well with the GRACE_SH record, in which
TWS depletion in 2011 and 2012 is small and TWS soon recovers in the
following years. The anomaly correlation R fields are calculated based
on comparison between simulated TWS and both GRACE solutions
(Table 3). Anomaly correlations with GRACE_SH are lower for IRR_T
and IRR_TR than they are for noIRR_T in NE and KS. The correlations
are higher for IRR_T and IRR_TR in TX, but the improvements over noIRR_T are not statistically significant at
95% confidence level (Fisher’s Z transform test). However, the anomaly R values calculated relative to
GRACE_MS are significantly higher in TX and KS for IRR_T and IRR_TR compared to noIRR_T while still insignif-
icantly lower in NE due to the apparent underestimation of TWS recovery in 2011 and 2012 noted above.
The differences between the two GRACE observational products introduce some ambiguity to the evaluation
of simulated TWS. However, we have higher confidence in GRACE_MS for a region like the High Plains, both
because GRACE_SH is known to dilute the gravitational anomaly signal over land and because the correction
factors applied to address such shortcomings are based on LSMs that do not include water withdrawal. For
this reason, we focus on GRACE_MS to assess the realism of the irrigation simulations, and we conclude that
the groundwater irrigation scheme successfully captures the impact that groundwater-sourced irrigation has
on water storage in the southern portion of the HPA, despite the underestimation of the irrigation water
amount relative to USGS. The failure of the groundwater withdrawal scheme to improve simulation of TWS
in NE reflects the dominance of natural variability in that portion of the basin and, perhaps, model shortcom-
ings in representing subsurface hydrology that are not directly related to irrigation. The large differences
between the two GRACE products also highlight the importance of considering the applicability of the
observation data for model evaluation in any given region.
TWS results for the simulations with irrigation also suggest that it is important to account for GVF variability
when simulating irrigation. IRR_T and IRR_TR outperform IRR_C, as IRR_C generates unrealistically large
groundwater depletion in TX and KS during the drought, when irrigation was curtailed due to water shortage.
More detailed analysis of this will be provided in section 3.3. IRR_TR, which accounts for different vegetation
types and cropping practices when setting the GVF threshold, tends to reduce TWS depletion relative to
IRR_T, which brings simulations into even closer agreement with GRACE_MS.
Themagnitude and location of simulated groundwater decline due to irrigation can be examined by compar-
ing the 2002–2015 change in groundwater simulated by the best-performing model without irrigation
(noIRR_T; Figure 3a) and the best-performing model that includes irrigation (IRR_TR; Figure 3b). For
noIRR_T, there is a small groundwater decline in TX and KS and a mixed signal in NE. However, the ground-
water depletion contributed by irrigation is remarkable. In IRR_TR, the average water table of the TX portion
of the HPA dropped by 2.14 m between 2002 and 2015. For KS, this figure was 2.07 m and for NE, it was
1.54 m.
Incorporating irrigation brings the distribution and the magnitude of groundwater depletion hot spots area
over HPA into closer agreement with the USGS observations (Figure 3c). The water-level change field for
Figure 3c is firstly generated following the USGS interpolation method (McGuire, 2017) and then converted
to groundwater change field by introducing the specific yield data set for HPA (Gutentag et al., 1984). Figure 4
shows the area averaged winter time water-level anomaly for three “hot spot” areas, as shown in the red
boxes in Figure 3b for NE, TX, and KS, respectively. Eight observational sites (shown in Figure 3b) for each area
are selected for comparison. For each, we apply an averaging filter by extracting simulated groundwater level
for the average of nine grid cells that surround the well location, and then averaging across all well locations
Table 3
Correlations of TWS Anomalies Between GRACE Observations and Five Sets
of Simulations
Anomaly correlation coefficient
GRACE_SH GRACE_MS
NE TX KS NE TX KS
noIRR_C 0.77 0.79 0.75 0.74 0.77 0.70
IRR_C 0.65 0.81 0.65 0.62 0.97 0.88
noIRR_T 0.77 0.80 0.75 0.74 0.78 0.70
IRR_T 0.66 0.83 0.68 0.62 0.96 0.87
IRR_TR 0.70 0.83 0.70 0.66 0.95 0.85
Note. Bold front indicates a significant higher correlation compared to the simu-
lations with the same GVF option at the 5% significance level using paired sam-
ple t test.
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within each hot spot. In IRR_TR, the groundwater levels for these three regions continuously drop from 2002
to 2015 at a rate of 20, 18, and 53 cm/yr in NE, TX, and KS, respectively. These results are generally consistent
with the observations. In NE, this agreement is surprisingly good considering the model’s limitations in
representing recharge processes. This agreement could reflect the fact that the monitored area is relatively
dry and does not include the potentially missing process that causes the bias of averaged TWS anomaly in
NE for winter 2011 and 2012. For TX and KS, the model slightly underestimates depletion relative to well
observations. This underestimate is not seen in the simulation of TWS at large scale (Figure 2). The
discrepancy could be due to well location, as the GRACE TWS estimate is smoothed over space while
the wells are located in active irrigation zones, it could also be a function of simplified model hydrology.
The wells show water level in the utilized aquifer. In KS, this aquifer lies beneath a shallow, low
permeability alluvial aquifer that can inhibit groundwater recharge (Gurdak & Roe, 2010; Katz et al., 2016;
McMahon et al., 2006). Noah-MP does not distinguish between these aquifers. The results from noIRR_T also
indicate that climate variability alone has almost no impact on the observed groundwater trends in these
three intensively irrigated areas.
Figure 3. Comparison of the simulated groundwater storage declines for (a) noIRR_T and (b) IRR_TR and (c) USGS observation from 2002 to 2015 over the HPA.
Red boxes in Figure 3b represent three decline hot spot area in NE, KS, and TX, respectively, and the blue points are the selected observation sites for water-level
change comparison (see Figure 4). Groundwater change fields in Figure 3c are generated by interpolating the water-level measurements following McGuire (2017)
and then converted by using HPA specific yield data set (Gutentag et al., 1984), while (a) and (b) are gridded LIS fields.
Figure 4. Comparison of simulated daily water-level change (noIRR_T and IRR_TR are shown) with the observed winter time water-level change for the three
depletion hot spots in (a) NE, (b) TX, and (c) KS.
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3.3. Irrigation Water Use in Response to the Drought
As described above, both observations and our simulations indicate that groundwater withdrawals had a
significant impact on TWS in the HPA over the 2002–2015 period. To explore shorter term dynamics of
groundwater exploitation under climate variability, we examine model and observations in 2011 and 2012,
when portions of the HPA were impacted by drought. The signal of these droughts is evident in larger
depletions in both TWS (Figure 2) and groundwater (Figure 4) for TX in 2011 and NE in 2012.
The drought is also evident in a sample comparison between climatological GVF and time-varying GVF in
August (Figure 5). In 2011, GVF is reduced over TX and part of KS, while in 2012, GVF reduction is widespread
and is greatest in NE. The lower values of GVF in these 2 years are primarily a result of low rainfall, as shown in
Figure 6a. In TX the drought began in 2011, with the annual rainfall reduced from 488 mm in climatology
(2002–2015 baseline) to 195 mm in 2011. The drought expanded to the northern HPA in 2012, with a sharp
decrease of annual rainfall in NE and KS. The strong correlation of precipitation and GVF anomalies indicates
that drought can lead to a vegetation response that is quite different from the climatological response,
which, in turn, emphasizes the importance of realistic representation of GVF for better estimation of land
surface fluxes.
What is less obvious, however, is the impact that drought might have on irrigation water use. On the one
hand, reduced precipitation and arid conditions increase the demand for irrigation water. On the other hand,
water shortages or climate conditions that are unfavorable for crop growth might lead farmers to take irri-
gated areas out of production. Further, drought may prompt voluntary or mandatory water usage reductions
in some jurisdictions. We examine this with model simulations. First, simulations with climatological GVF
(IRR_C; Figure 6b) indicate a large spike in irrigation intensity in TX in 2011 and in the rest of the HPA in
2012. This occurs because a simulation with climatological GVF responds to the increased demand for
irrigation but has no information on changes in vegetation status within potentially irrigated fields. Thus
there is no mitigation in water withdrawals due to farmers taking fields out of production.
This limitation explains why IRR_C greatly overestimates the decline in TWS during the drought (Figure 2).
Introducing the time-varying GVF reduced this spike in water use (IRR_T; Figure 6c), and applying a GVF
threshold as a function of its range reduced simulated irrigation applications by 70% for TX in 2011, 62.5%
for NE, and 75.5% for KS in 2012 (IRR_TR; Figure 6d). USGS irrigation withdrawal data are not available for
these years, so we rely primarily on TWS and well comparisons to assess model performance. By these
Figure 5. The greenness vegetation fraction (GVF) over the HPA for (a) climatology (2002–2015 baseline) and the difference between climatology and (b) 2011
(2011-climatology), (c) 2012 (2012-climatology).
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metrics, IRR_TR, which overall produces the best match for TWS anomaly (Figure 2) and groundwater,
outperforms other simulations and is deemed to have the most reasonable estimation of drought impacts
on irrigation water withdrawals, recognizing that off-field losses are not included in the model. The irrigation
response to drought can also be quite different from region to region. As can be seen in Figure 6, IRR_T and
IRR_TR indicate that irrigation water use actually declined in TX in 2011 relative to 2010, but there was a
substantial increase in KS and NE during the 2012 drought. This discrepancy may reflect regional differences
in farmers’ willingness to grow an irrigated crop under drought conditions.
As an additional evaluation of model representation of irrigation under drought, we compare ET simulated by
Noah-MP over irrigated areas to satellite-derived ET estimates from ALEXI (Figures 7d–7i). To first order, the
August climatology and the spatial pattern of the ET differences between climatology and drought years
in IRR_TR simulation are in good agreement with the ALEXI. ET variability over the HPA mirrors rainfall varia-
bility: below average August rainfall in the southern HPA in 2011 (Figure 7b) and most of the HPA in 2012
(Figure 7c) has parallels in the ALEXI ET fields for these 2 years compared to climatology (Figures 7e–7f).
But the result shows that climate conditions drive large-scale ET variability that extends well beyond irrigated
areas, and that this rain-fed variability appears to dominate over irrigation-related ET variability when viewed
across the entire HPA.
There are, however, systematic differences in ET associated with irrigation in drought years relative to non-
drought years. In both 2011 and 2012, only a subset of GRIPC-identified irrigated areas are identified as irri-
gated according to our GVF threshold (compare Figures 7k and 7l to Figure 7j). When we consider ET from
actively irrigated grid cells in each year, as viewed by ALEXI and Noah-MP simulations, we see that there
is interannual variability in ET in cells that are >50% irrigated (Figure 8), but that irrigation serves to buffer
this variability—ET variability is lower in irrigated cells than in nonirrigated cells, and Noah-MP simulations
that include irrigation show less variability than those that do not. In capturing this buffering effect, Noah-
MP simulations with irrigation tend to draw ET estimates into closer agreement with ALEXI. During drought
years, the impact of irrigation on ET is enhanced. RMSE in ET from irrigated grid cells in August (a period
when irrigation is large and rainfall is relatively low) for model versus ALEXI is reduced in irrigated relative
to nonirrigated simulations for NE and TX in both 2011 and 2012 and for KS in 2012 (paired sample t test)
(Table 4). For example, with irrigation (IRR_T), ET averaged for these active grid cells in August 2012 is
increased by 44.2, 55.5, and 31.6 mm in NE, KS, and TX, respectively, compared to noIRR_T. In all cases, this
leads to a significant reduction in RMSE evaluated against ALEXI. Only in KS in 2011 does the addition of
irrigation to Noah-MP drive simulations away from the ALEXI observed ET. Reduced variances of the errors
Figure 6. (a) Annual averaged precipitation from the NLDAS-2 forcing data and annual averaged irrigation water amount
simulated by (b) IRR_C, (c) IRR_T, and (d) IRR_TR for NE, TX, KS, and the entire HPA.
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Figure 7. Comparison of (a, d) climatology (2002–2015 baseline) and (b, c, e, f) the difference of precipitation and evapo-
transpiration (ET) pattern in August during drought period. (g) The grids with irrigation fraction greater than 50% from
GRIPC and irrigation active grids among them for (h) 2011 and (i) 2012.
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for all three states in the simulations with irrigation for 2012 also indicate that implementing irrigation
scheme enhanced the stability of the model during the widespread drought (Levene test). The Taylor diagram
(Figure 9) also demonstrates thatmonthly ET simulated by IRR_TR is in better agreement with ALEXI compared
Figure 8. Monthly ET (left axis) of the simulations with time-varying GVF averaged over the actively irrigated grid cells with
irrigation fraction larger than 50% for each year in (a) NE, (b) TX, and (c) KS. Also shown is the corresponding grid cells’
averaged monthly precipitation (blue bar plots) from the NLDAS-2 forcing data (right axis).
Table 4
Evaluation of the Evapotranspiration (ET) Estimates for Irrigation Active Grids From the Simulations Against ALEXI
Evapotranspiration for active grids with IRR_Frac >50% in Aug (mm)
Area Year
Climatology GVF Time-varying GVF
noIRR_C IRR_C noIRR_T IRR_T IRR_TR
NE 2011 111.9 116.2* 112.4 117 117.1
2012 69.2 115.4* 68.8 113* 107.4*
TX 2011 36.6 114.5 36.6 99* 101.3*
2012 38.9 105.4 39.1 94.6* 95*
KS 2011 64.4 100.5 63.8 93.6 93.6
2012 53.3 94.7 52.5 84.1* 76.1*
Note. Mean value of ET is calculated with respect to daily averaged ET in August 2011 and 2012 using data from active
irrigation grid cells in the corresponding year. Values denoted with * indicate a significant reduction in error in IRR_T/
IRR_TR relative to noIRR_T or IRR_C relative to noIRR_C at the 5% significance level using paired sample t test. Bold font
indicates a reduced variance of the errors at the 5% significance level using Levene test. Italics indicates degradation of
simulations with irrigation.
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to that simulated by noIRR_T for active grid cells in each state with a higher correlation coefficient and
reduced bias.
This apparent improvement—defined relative to ALEXI—is only evident in drought years. In wet years, there
is a small tendency for simulations to overestimate ET in some areas relative to ALEXI, a result that could be
attributed to shortcomings in the irrigation routine. On the one hand, this overestimation of summertime ET
may due to the wet bias of Noah-MP that overestimates the evapotranspiration as compared with ALEXI. On
the other hand, ALEXI is selected as a high performing satellite-derived ET estimate, but its strength is its abil-
ity to portray spatial and temporal variabilities of ET, while the accuracy of its climatology mean ET is less well
verified. Besides, ALEXI and Noah-MP capture both irrigated and unirrigated fields in single grid cell, while the
cell size of ALEXI and Noah-MP are different. This may also contribute to ET difference in summertime. This
model shortcoming should be investigated, but it is not related to our groundwater withdrawal and irrigation
algorithm and so it is not considered in this study.
4. Conclusions
This study investigates the impacts of groundwater-fed irrigation on Noah-MP’s ability to simulate irrigation-
induced terrestrial water storage change during a drought in the HPA region. We modify Noah-MP to include
a groundwater pumping irrigation scheme and apply a monthly time-varying GVF data set to the model,
enabling the representation of variability in irrigation water use and groundwater withdrawals. The results
show that including irrigation in Noah-MP improves model agreement with GRACE mascon solutions for
TWS and well observations of groundwater depletion in the southern HPA, including Texas and Kansas,
and that accounting for time-varying GVF is important for model realism under drought. Results for the
HPA in Nebraska are mixed, likely due to misrepresentation of subsurface hydrology.
This study points to several areas for future work. First, we find that including time-varying GVF improves the
simulation of irrigation variability under drought. By default, many LSMs and regional climate models use cli-
matological values for GVF and related vegetation fields. This simplified approach needs to be examined.
Second, we fail to replicate the magnitude of water withdrawals in the HPA reported by USGS. This empha-
sizes the need to better simulate the inefficiency of current, widely employed irrigation practices. Our
demand-driven approach does not include information on water losses that drive total withdrawals and that
may impact redistribution of groundwater. Third, comparisons with observation are fraught with uncertainty
due to limited groundwater monitoring efforts and to uncertainty in GRACE estimates of TWS variability.
Continued work on in situ and space-borne observing systems are critically important, as are robust,
process-based evaluations of existing products to understand their applicability and limitations. Fourth, this
is a single-model study that is subject to uncertainties related to Noah-MP physics and parameterizations. As
more open source modeling systems implement water management routines it will be valuable to perform
Figure 9. Taylor diagram of monthly ET for NE, TX, and KS, evaluated against ALEXI, along with the bias, and RMSE.
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multimodel comparison studies to constrain uncertainties and identify gaps in data and understanding. Fifth,
the irrigation schemes introduced here are extremely simplified from a management perspective. Water
applications are entirely demand-driven, and do not account for other factors that influence irrigation timing
or amount, such as crop type. Finally, the groundwater extraction schemes presented here are generally
applicable to unconfined aquifers. Extension to include confined aquifers and surface water extraction is
the subject of ongoing model development.
Despite these limitations, the current study demonstrates that accounting for groundwater withdrawals and
variability in an irrigated area can improve simulation of groundwater withdrawals under drought. Such
methods are required to understand coupled natural-human systems affecting the HPA under climate varia-
bility and change. Incorporating groundwater withdrawals in an advanced LSM, as demonstrated here,
makes it possible to link coupled natural-human water resource analysis with the study of distributed hydro-
logic fluxes and land-atmosphere interactions that might feed back onto climate variability.
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